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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Tashi Delek is a Tibetan greeting. It is like “Namaste” or “highest spirit in me greets highest spirit
in you.” More specifically, “greeting the happy, auspicious, already enlightened you.” So it’s Tashi
Delek with a very soft k on the end.
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Alright then. We are going to work today with the energy of the Moon in Leo and the fiery energies
that go with it. Sometimes it has been reported as kind of hot and itchy or you’re outside in the
dog days of summer and you are really tired and need to sleep more.
I will say that the psychic activity is at its optimal now, and I am highly recommending those who
are sensitive to psychic things, including small children, simply sleep more, or sit in meditation
more often. Take some down time away from activities because quiet contemplative time will allow
you to get very deep messages and very clear insight.
So the time period is particularly good right now for a number of reasons but I would extend it all
through the month of July, mostly due to the number of eclipse activities and other things that are
happening on the inner planes as well.
So this is a heightened time of very deep insights, very clear direction. I hope that you are tuning
in to your own higher power and getting images, visions, ideas. Sometimes it just comes like a
light bulb pops on in your head and you have a good idea. Sometimes you actually see it like a
little movie clip playing out or something. So exercise your inner powers.
As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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